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This is my original crochet amigurumi Dragon Pattern. The pattern is super easy to make, I have
included lots of photo to help you along the way!Dragon measures 6.5 inches tall, and 8 inches
wideMaterials:Worsted weight yarnsize G crochet hookstuffing1 pair- black 9.oo mm safety
eyesyarn needleMy little amigurumi Dragon is super fast and easy to make!



Amigurumi Crochet Patterns: Baby and Animal Friends Crochet Cute Critters: 26 Easy
Amigurumi Patterns Amigurumi Crochet Patterns For Beginners: 33 Cute & Easy Crochet
Amigurumi Animals Patterns For Beginners With Step By Step Instructions & Illustrations
Crochet Projects for Christmas: Over 15 Fun & Easy Crochet Christmas Gifts (Crocheting,
Crochet, Afghan, knitting, one day crocheting, Christmas projects, Crochet Projects, Christmas
Gifts Book 1) You Can Do It! Amigurumi for Beginners: How to Crochet 24 Adorable Stuffed
Animals, Keychains, Bottle Covers, Halloween & Christmas Themes with Step-By-Step
Instructions and Pictures Onesie Bunny Girls Amigurumi Crochet Pattern Edward's Menagerie:
Over 40 Soft and Snuggly Toy Animal Crochet Patterns How to Crochet a Rose (How to Crochet
Flowers Book 1)



Kelly Cave, “Fun dragon. I enjoyed making this dragon. The pattern was easy to follow. The only
change I made was to the patch. I left the top open when I sewed it to the body. I wanted a
pocket to add a small gift of wheat back pennies. You could also crochet small flowers for the
pocket also. Thank you Amy Gaines for such a cute pattern!”

Susan Gershman, “So cute!. I've made a few of these little dragons and people like them. I've
had to tweak (not twerk, Hannah Montana) to my style of crochet. and they've come out better
each time. The instructions are easy to understand, but I found the horns really difficult to make.
If they're not for little children, I suggest pipe cleaners.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Dragon Crochet Amigurumi Pattern. The price is right and these are just
adorable. I have bought Amy's patterns before from other venues on the net and she make's
simple and easy to understand patterns at least for me. I can't speak for anyone else. But these
are just simple crochet patterns.”

Auddie, “Dragon Crochet Amigurumi Pattern. This is the cutest little dragon. I have done several
Amigurumi animals and this is a little larger and just the cutest little being. I DID get all the other
Amigurumi patterns via Amazon and they are all just adorable and simple to do and everyone
loves them.  In all, I have done over thirty of them.”

A Very Tough Critic, “Cute Little Dragon. I am a great fan of amigurumi and always have been.
One of the first pieces I ever made was over 40 year ago and it was a crocheted pony. I love the
instant gratification that amigurumi provides. To think it took me over 40 years to find out that
these little animals and dolls have their own name. How sweet is that? I can't wait to get started
on this pattern. I just showed the book to a friend and already I have an order for one. Keep them
coming.”

Antonia Tallarico, “It was fairly easy so a even a beginner crocheter could make it. I made this
pattern. The dragon came out so cute. It was fairly easy so a even a beginner crocheter could
make it.”

Niwasae, “Dragon. This dragon is so cute! I got it because I wanted to make a mini-Smaug or
Smaug Jr. I can't wait to start on it!”

jenna, “Omg cute. This is even cuter in person! I changed the purple to blue and it was adorable.
Highly recommend this pattern. The little guy I made this for loved it”

Ebook Library Reader, “dragons. i have now crocheted loads of these lovely dragons. i have



done them in all sorts of colours and they all look wonderful. the pattern is so easy to follow,
there are no difficult pieces, there are no mistakes in the instructions. i would recommend that all
crocheters get this pattern and we fill the world with these adorable creatures.”

H.L Brown, “Nice pattern. Just finished making this dragon and it looks very nice. The pattern is
quite straight forward, I'm a beginner and was able to read it easily. The pattern uses US terms
so some "translation" is required.”

Carly, “Looks loads better made. This pattern is gorgeous when it is done the photo doesn't do it
justice, well worth the moneyAbsolutely fantastic and easy to follow,You need to be able to hdc
and dc”

Kate Crossley, “A must. a gorgeous little creature to make. Clear and concise instructions.”

michelle locke, “Five Stars. Absolutely gorgeous pattern, thank you”

The book by Amy Gaines has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 36 people have provided feedback.
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